Summary & Conclusions -This paper estimates component reliability from masked series-system life data, viz, data where the exact component causing system failure might be unknown. It focuses on a Bayes approach which considers prior information on the component reliabilities. In most practical settings, prior engineering knowledge on component reliabilities is extensive. Engineers routinely use prior knowledge and judgment in a variety of ways. The Bayes methodology proposed here provides a formal, realistic means of incorporating such subjective knowledge into the estimation process. In the event that little prior knowledge is available, conservative or even non-informative priors, can be selected.
1, INTRODUCTION

Acronyms'
MLE maximum likelihood estimate MTTF mean time to failure.
Reliability analysts are often interested in estimating the reliability of each component in a system through the analysis of system life data. Unlike individual component life testing, this type of analysis yields estimates that reflect component reliability after their assembly into an operational system. As such, the estimates account for the many degrading effects introduced by the system manufacturing, assembly, distribution, and installation. The resulting estimates can then be used to predict performance of new systems better.
Because of these advantages, companies are beginning to implement this type of estimation methodology; [9] describes one such implementation at IBM that has been successfully used to predict the reliability of newly developed computer hardware.
Component-reliability is often estimated from system-life data by using a series' system assumption and applying a competing-risks model. The observable quantities of interest are the system-life (failure or censoring time) and the exact component causing failure. Finding MLE for component-life distribution parameters has been widely addressed in the literature. However, in practice, this approach is often confounded by masking (the exact cause of system failure is unknown). Masking occurs frequently when exact diagnosis of the failure cause is too resource-consuming to conduct on every failed system. For example, in a complex system like a computer, it is often more cost effective to isolate the failure-cause to only a few circuit cards which can be quickly replaced. The analyst is then left with the time to system failure, but only partial knowledge of the failure-causing component.
Estimating component reliability from masked system-life data has received attention in the literature, but mostly from a classical statistics perspective. For example, Miyakawa [5] considers a 2-component series system of ' 'exponential" components and derives closed-form expressions for the MLE.
Under the same exponential assumption, [SI extend the Miyakawa results to a 3-component system; in all but a few special cases, closed-form MLE are intractable, and a simple iterative solution was proposed. Ref [3] further developed a procedure for finding the exact MLE in the 3-component case.
Ref [l] extends & clarifies the derivation of the general likelihood in the masked data case and examines the effect of masking on the s-bias and mean square-error of the MLE for a special-case, 3-component system of "exponential" components. Ref [l] also points out that these results are based upon s-independent (of failure cause) masking. Ref [2] extends [l] by investigating the effects of degrees of proportional-dependent masking on the MLE for a 2-component system; [7] provides a pseudo-graphical approach for estimating Weibull component reliability from masked data. This paper presents a Bayes methodology for estimating component reliabilities from masked system-life data. This type of approach allows the analyst to quantify directly the prior engineering judgment in the development of the component reliability estimates. The prior function represents the degreeof-belief in each component and is incorporated into the reliability estimates. Our focus is on the use of step-wise functions to represent the component priors under the assumption that each component has exponentially distributed life. Section 2 illustrates the development of the Bayes model. Section 3 applies the model to a 2-component system. Section 4 illustrates its use with a numerical example. indicator function: S(True) = 1, S(Fa1se) =O.
Other, standard notation is given in "Information for Readers & Authors" at the rear of each issue. 3. Systems are observed until failure (no censoring). 4. All system-components are in series. 5 . Masking is s-independent of the failure-cause. each j .
mean Oj and failure rate A,.
Model Derivation
A sample of n J-component series systems is life tested.
Series implies: T, = min, { T,,,} for all i= 1,2,. . . ,n. We obtain estimates of e,, based upon our prior knowledge and our sample data. Under the Bayes framework, this is done by organizing one's prior degree-of-belief into prior distributions on all 0,. These priors then represent the degree-of-belief about the value of 0, prior to taking sample data. When combined with the sample results (the masked system-life data), the priors are then suitably transformed into one's posterior degree-of-belief, viz, a posterior distribution, through the use of Bayes theorem, Bayes estimates of the 0, are then found as the mean of posterior distribution. For each system, the observed quantities are ti, and S, C (1) S implies: product over s from 1 to J , excluding s=j.
S
For exponentially-distributed component-lives,
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We use a simple step-function prior of the form:
There is always a partition of the time axis [O,m) where this equation holds for all priors.
Then, f(Oj) = a j , k ' g ( e j E Lak-1, a k ) ) .
The use of such step-function (discrete) priors is advantageous due to the ease with which one can quantify degree-ofbelief in each component's mean life. Martz & Waller [4] discuss various methods that can be useful to engineers faced with the task of developing such step-function distributions.
Under assumption a b , the joint prior is:
2-COMPONENT SYSTEM
The system has 2 components in series. A sample of n such systems is placed on test. For each system we observe a life, and a) Si = (1) or Si = { 2 } , or b) Si = {1,2}. Then,
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE^
As in section 3, consider a series system of 2 "exponential" components. The data in table 1 represent the life and the true cause of failure for a random sample of n=30 systems. (The true cause of failure was found by observing the minimum life of the 2 components.) The data were simulated under the exponential assumption with O1 = 12, 02= 15. The total time on test is: ti = 209.8018.
1
To simulate the effect of various levels of masking, we randomly masked l o % , 30%, 50%, 70% of the failure causes. While these degree-of-belief priors are generated arbitrarily for this illustration, discussions with engineers at IBM, Research Triangle Park reveal that they represent the manner by which subjective engineering judgment could be easily quantified. The 
